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ABSTRACT

The develapment of antimatter engines for spacecraft propulsion

will allow man to expand to our nearest stellar nalghbors such as

the Al_a CentaurJ system, Compared to chemically powered rockets

like the Apollo mission Class which would take 50,00O years to

reach the Centaurl system, antimatter propulsion would reduce one

way trip tim_ to 90 years or loss.

The challenges encountered by manned Interstellar travel will be

formidable. The craft must be a combination sub-light speed

transportation system and a traveling microplanet serving an

expanding population. As the population expands from the initial

10G _enp_e to _ 300, the terraformed asteroid, enclosed by a
man-made shell u[ll _,1iow for expansion ov_r its surface in the

fashion oZ a small terrestrial town. All aspects of human life -

birth, death, physical, emotional and educational needs,

government and law must be met by the structure, systems and
institutions on board.

INTRODUCTION

Interstellar space exploration is at _2ce profoundly

exciting and prof<xmdly frightening. The isolation and vast

distances along +/_epatltsof these starlines are beyond the

understar_lingof today's civilizations. The Al_%a Centauri star.
system, our Sun's closest stellar reighbor, lies 4.3 light years

away from us. _Th..isis the equivalent of just over t_nty-five
trillion mi]es. A one _y trip to Proxima Centauri, the closest

n_,ber of _hls tRree star system, will require 30-50 years,

I cleperJing on the minimum czuise velocity required (between 1.0to

30% of the speed of light).[ref. 7]
If the exploration of the sola_ system is the Third Great

I Age of Discovery as suggested by Pyne [ref. 12], the exqoloration

of star system_ will herald the dat_n of the Fourth Age of

| Discovery. Though each age ultimately deals with wor]ds beyond

| the terr.estrial s'_here,the discovery and exploration of stellar
I sl'stem_ is fund_a_:_ntallydifferent from the discovery of abiotic

.anets within the sular s_.s_(mLTh_ iift valle_s, ice caps and

red deserts of ,_-_,rs,the volcanoes of Io and the great cliffs of
Mir_m_a are images t!-_tour civilization can understand through

| te_.z-_trialcc_ntezparts. Imsges of stellar system__h__a_rf_fm,.:
| it'_my _.ysical, te_oral or social syn_tx_Isrecognizable to

i our civilJzation.
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It is necessary for the structure of a paper such as this to

make assumptions. The time frame of this mission is placed in the

latter _+ _ +he--_''_"_,.,-x_.._.._,._-'_c_nt_u-'i - "_L_L............_= _._ i/_t ,_'*

has explored and colonized the majority of Solar Systems. TtLis

colonizatio_ effo_ has established a network of manufacturing

plants and O'nei].l t.ype colonies amongst the Jovian planetary

systelrs.[ref. Ii] Constructien in space is a mature technology,

as is materials processing and the use of antimatter engines for

propulsion. Finally, it is asm/med that non-c_.trifugal

artificial gravity has been de_velc_t_d and imple, ented in a number

of vessels and orbiting colonies.

THE INTERSTELLAR v_SSEL

The interstellar vessel for the Centauri Project will

consist of an asteroid of the stony carbonace_Ls chond_-it_ class,

with a nominal diaragter of approximately two m_iles. Surrounding

this asteroid will be a man-made shell, best defined as a

'2-manifold in 3 space' [ref. 8], Which folds in on itself at

each end along the primary axis. (See fig_/res I & 2). This shell,

approximately 60 feet thick and containing three graduated

pressure levels, encloses an atmosphere that allows the crew to
live on the surface of the asteroid.

3 LEVEL $HELL'----_
!

/'

PRIMARY AXlE

. _" "_BECONOARY LAUNCH ZONES

Stun|TA|ILIZATION _'4
A

FIGURE 1: EXTERIOR VIEW OF INTERSTELLAR VEHICLE
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Upon enclosure_ the surface of the asteroid will be

terrafor,ed to contain a variety of Earth ecosystem_, forests,

farmlands, small lakes, etc. Highly automated food prc_uction

techniques will be incorporated to control highly automated

agriculture, fish farming, husbc-_dry and hydroponics. An asteroid

measu_-ing slightly less %3,an four Kilometers across .has a surface

area of roughly 9,000 acres, satisfying Nasa's _.:idelines for

area requirements of habitation, and food prochction. [ref. 2,9]

Livabi Iity Requirements

The habitable surface of an asteroid serving as a microplanet

creates an environnent %t.it_hwill appear quite Earth-like. The

importance of Earth-like living conditions becolneS evident

through positive effects of privacy, mobility and. the reduction

of the closed environment feeling. Provisions for long lines of
sight, v_ews of a horizon and large overhead clearances - all

possible with this vessel style - offer enormous benefits to

intellectual and emotional _ii being of crews on long duration

missions. [ref. 6] Combining' these provisions

YEliIIIqP'FOIqMEL_ -- - 3 LAYER SHELL
ASlr F.ROIO BUItFAC E"-_--_ /

/_/f--- IrJACEPOR T

ATMOSPHE RE__

_- _-"- \ 7_'_...........
/," //il ...........

i tmv_,o,l_'naulaol"iLivl'I|ull

SHELL CIIOBI SECTION

SECTION A-A

FIGURE 2: CROSS SECTION THRU IN1-ERSTELL_,R VEHICLE
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with a variability factor in the envir(.knment will pro_,ide %/".e

stimulation necessary to suppress the symptoms of Solipsism.

Solipsism is a state in Which a person feels that everything
is a dream and nothing is real. This state of mind often

occurs in the Arctic winter _hen darkness lasts 24 hours a day.

A person feels lonely and detached, eventually becoming apathetic
and indifferent. Variability will be enhanced by proper asteroid

selection Which will provide varied topogra[_hy allowing for vie_s

of natural objects such as hills and valleys on the terraform_d

sz_rface.

Tne ability to invoke randomized environmenta] patterns is

crucial to the goal of allowing this vessel to simulate a

microplanet. To achieve randomized patterns, a 'unpredictability
factor' is included in the systems programming. The program then

controls day/night illumination cycles, tesperat'ure variations
and even the creation of breezy conditions. Of Ule randomized

systems discussed, the day/night cfcle - serving as a zeitgeber -

is perhaps the most important. Zeitgebers are physical, ten[_oral

and social cues that help to establish rh_e2mticity in the sleep/

wake cycle. Social cues sue/% as daily meals, work/rest schedules

and evening leisure time also reinforces the circadian rhythm,

,,hich enhances perforn_nce.

The Shell

The shell of our vessel bears a resemblance in appearance and

function to the shell of an egg. Attached to the asteroid at only

two points - _here the manifold folds in on itself - the shell
rotates with the asteroid for spin stabilization around the

primary axis. As an extension of the asteroid's terraformed

surface, the shell provides livable spaces t.hroughout selected

zones of the triple level structure. These three levels_ having

the potential of providing habitable space will serve as

laboratory, comnt_ications and scien%ific research spaces, as
well as distribution con-idors for various environmental and

recycling systems.

The involuted areas at each end of the shell provide specialized

areas for propulsion systems on ale end and space _ort facilities
on the other . The inward folds of this shell _ich reach the

surface of the asteroid _ill serve as main traffic and systems

corridors between the surface and the shell. Elevator systems

within the involutio_._ and in the shell proper w_ll provide

access to habitable shell zones as well as the activities zones

housed within the involutions.
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S_

The spaceport (see Fig. 3 ), will provide the cTew w_.ththe il
ability to laund_,a variety of shuttles, s_ice probes and

experims_t packages, as _II as accept inc_nlng personnel and
cargo vessels. As the leading ,_]geof the vessel, a conce_%tration
of navigati(x%and scJo_Itiflcd_zks will also be located here.

'-- - - UNpRI_ 811URIZt O AR|A

-,'-,,,o...,...-..,.,IIiNI|//,,/

TO AITEROiD

F_GtJPE3: DETAIL OF SPACEPORT

_tlnmtter Pz_pulstot_ & Power Systems

It is highly prokw_le th-t first generation interstellar vessels
will use multiple energy sources to fulfill %Jheneeds of a vessel
of such ma_ttu_Jo. Antimatter engines for propulsion will be
roq_Ired during the boost phase for between one to two
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years of constant acceleration. During this b_st _hase and
through the mission, power rec]uirem_ts for li_t, _at and life
support systems will be large, given the vessels volume. The

antimstter engines may not De t/%eDest source of er,ergy for daily
power _. M_Itiple fusion re,actorsdistributed within the

i shell and below the surface of the asteroid may be a L_ractical
configuration.

i; The viability of antimatter as a pz_m/Ision source has been under

investigation by many [ ref. 's 5,14,15]. Hhen a particle and its

antiparticle collide at a sufficiently low energy level,
annihilation results in a high conversion of their mass into
kinetic energy of other particles, LZ_OtOnS and neutx'inos. To

harness and control this energy only kinetic energy and
[zhotons may be utilized. Therefore a matter - antimatt6r

annihilation propulsion system is a device _hich would use these
to produce thrust.

Since stable, long lived particle-antiparticles should
be considered for propulsion - only electron-positron and

r_/cleon-antinuclecn annihilation reactior_ have potential for

space propulsion. The advantage of the latter pair is the larger
ancxzntof energy released by these colli-ions. For this

discussion, we will therefore assume that an antiproton.-proton or

antiproton-neutron annihilation will be used for the propulsion

system, stored perhaps as magnetically levitated diamagnetic

balls of antihydrogen, or a levitated ball of h_drogen with
molecules of antihydrogen embedded in the crystal lattice of t_he
ball. [ref. 12]

In general, matter-antimatter engines utilize the mixing of

antimatter(antihydrogen) and matter(h_rogen) together in an
annihilation chamber to interact, annihilate and exhaust a high

velocity energetic plasma. Figure 4 shows one such concept of a
matter-antimatter engine design.

'l_"_rIWK)YON$1 ............ ,,,,---I_UGI_T¢ F,a'LOLJ_$

FIGURE 4: CONCEPT FOR ANTIMATTER ENGINE

(REF. 14)
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THE CREW

We will assu_, thet this interste!!_ vesscl is eq_i_7_d

_.th highly autonated systems. Though not attaining the

sot:,histication of a 'yon _M_mzan probe'*[ref. 1], these systems :,i

will nonetheless be capable of self monitoring .and autonomous

repair. With this level of automation in power, life support,

food production and other critical functions, smaller crew sizes

become practical. One benefit of this automation is the time

available for research and experimentation during the mission.

crew Size

The social dynamics of small groups, staffing requirements, and

lot_g term populationgrowthmust be considerodDefore

establishing initial crew size. Too small a group may create

understaffingduring a crisis situation. S<xcial variety ,

necessary for individual fulfillment, is dependent _ the number

of available social contacts. A cr_ of thirty or less my be

incapable of providing this social variety. On the other hand too

large of a group may create control problems for the leadership

and may contribute to runaway birth rates.

For this discussion, out crew size will total one hundred people:

forty men, forty women and 20 children. Because we will need a

young healthy crew for the start of this mission, the adults will

be between 21 and 26 years old. The children will range from five

to ten years old. There are positive and negative aspects

rega._ding the inclusion of children at the beginning of this

.mission. On the negative side, children rec_ire a great deal of

tin_ and atte_ition, something that may be scarce early in the

mission. They must also be educated, requiring the dedication of
crew mentors to this task.

on the positive side, these children represent the first of the

next generation of adult crew members. This reduces the need for

females to produce offspring almost i,mediately after the mission

begins. It could be argued that the stresses involved in

pregnancy and childbirth would c_itweigh those associated with

raising children. The inclusion of children will also create a

social structure closer to the mix of peoples on Earth. It has

been speculated that this inclusion of the family structure early

in this mission will provide social stability to the crew.

[ref. 4]

.. The 'yon Nueaan probe' i$ a self--reproducing univ_rsal
constructor, capable of making any device, given the

materials and construction programs.
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7,'H_'_SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

'1_ecrew o_ an interstell,:r vessel e_barking oD a long
duration miss;i_u ,;,,!11enter a n6crosociety _hich wiil nave its

o_n rules, benefits and hardships. /_nalogous to air-born seed

pods of terrestri_l plants, this social pod will take the

elements of hum_ity into the galaxy. The remoteness of an

interstellar crew possess special problems for missio_ planners,
particularly in t_..earea of organizational ar_/managemant
structure.

Leadership

AlnDst all of the space efforts by the USA and the USSR P-ave used

military personnel to staff the missions. The use of a military
organizational and managelrent structure has proved successful in

almost 100% of these missions, especially in those missions _here
crises has occurred. Tni,_military authority structure may not

work however, for a crew made up of non military personnel.

It is probable that on a multi-decade mission, the authority
structure in place at the outset of the ._dssic_nmay _,ave been

completely abandon£_] for an alternate style later. The isolation,

confinement and risk of long duration1 missions may prove to
m_dermine au+2Lority structures and increase demm%ds on the

le_ders. In addition there is %he issue of a ,_Iti-generational

crew coming of age on an interstellar vessel. The challenge will
be to insti_l a conm_it/ns_tto the mission.

The point is that Whether a military based model or a co,_unity

democracy model is used, each has advantages and disadvantages of
its own. No one model will work the best for all situations. As

mankind populates the Solar System, novel alternatives may evolve
which may be better adaptable to interstell__r travel°

The Life Cycle

Unlike most space efforts today, the drama of the life cycle will

be a predominant part of the Centauri p_-oject. Birth, aging m_d

death will be present as will the many anonalies associated with

the _rocess. As the populat_ _n expands, crime will likely exist,
perhaps even murder; requiring social systen_ to be in place to

deal with events _hich could effect the performance of the crew.

The existence of marriage and the family unit also presupposes
the existence of d_vorce. _ne practicality of divorcing a spouse
in such a closed society is an unknown factor, h,/t Jt will

certainly require contingency planning.
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I_ic_e to this t_pe of m/ssion is _e si.ple act of living out a
life in s_aceo The da_"to day activities and demands of m_ntal.
l_nysical and social ,_turatiem.mint be dealt with in addition to

respon_ibilitJes of a crew m_mber on the mission. _n aside to
this life cycle is the u_-_prec__nted fact that humans will be

boT,n with lives totally disassociated fz-_T,the planet Earth. For

those crew ,embers born as part of _he first O_ntauri generation,

the 5dcroplanet se_r_zlr_as their starship may v_ll be all they
will kn_ ef life.

Space travel, particularly long duration missiorm, involves the

sacrifice of personal freedoms. For %/_ose indivi<_/als born aboard
the Ceiltauri vessel another basic freedom will be lost - free

choice of a profession. Because the vessel _d systems must .be

maintained, many _x%sitions must be msnned for the entire length
of the mission. Tnis means that replacements ,vast be trained for

the original crew, requiring a portion of the _._scendants to be

selected for a .O,l_ecificftmction. The process and timing of this

selection may best be left to social norms developed within the
society.

SUMMARY OF VESSEL P_UU_TE_S

PROJECTED SURFACE A_[J&
CF ASFCROID, 9000 Acres

PRC_TECTED £XTERN/d.
S_AtFAC[ ARF.A Or %HELL, 9x10' m !

MAXDa24 HAJI%TAIIL£ SURFACE

AJtl_tWITHIN SMELL STIRUCT_E * 2.25x101 m_ SUMVJ_RY OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

&TI40JPHI_ZC CCi_osr..MTS, (kPa] (mmMq)
(1 standard 4_mOOl_ere-lOlkPt)

N! , Z6.6 200

TOTA_ P_ESS_IR|, S0.8 380 _.,NG LI_ES O_ $_GMT
WATE.I_ VAPOR , 1.0 (Z .33) ?.S (_ _._)

TI_Iqr, I_AT,JAE, 23 o so C LARGE OVERHEAD C_ZAJULNC¢

V_EWS O_ [JtJ_G[ MATUIP3_, OikT_CTI
S£][JtT_V|* HIJ4_ITy! 50 _ 10 pir¢lhL

PO_T_ON OF HABITAT HIDOEN FR_I4 VZE'W
r;_.m(X,IItAV;TY , .)5 _ ._q

AVIUUbG£ 0VERMIU_ T_.r._P2dI¢£_ _14 m WAT[_ VISTA_ :MALL IAJ(E$

AC(_STICS or CMAMB£R CS_&TED IY SMELL
LOK3EST LIM_ or SIGHT, 2614 m.

_ORTJON or HABITAT H_gDEN AVAI_iB_LITY OF PRIVACW

FRGM VI_I , _0% Pr..J&C_..WT OF MANUFAC_.J_ING F&C_LITIES b'I)IDERGROUND

ILLUN_NA_IOII CYCLg _ $TA_D#_D 7EUESTRIAL UNPRROICTABI_ZTy FACTOR O_ TH[ ENVIRONNENT
DAf

(v_riable|

TABLE I: TABLE 2:

SUMMARY OF VESSEL PARAMETERS SUMMARY OF DESIGN CONSIDEHATIONS

GRIGINALPAGE IS
OF PrX qlJCn'y
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THE MISSION

Following the enclosure of t/_easteroid and _/%e
establishment of an atmosphere ar_ a terrafokmled surface, a

pre-flight s_akec_own will likely be undertaken in our Solar

System. Navigat:[ng the planets at low speeds for"twelve mgnths,
the shakedown _[iI allow harckare, 3oftware and crew to be

checked before leaving the Solar System. Minor problems in any
systems hardware could _zickly be repaired and serve as _m_ds on
experience for the crew. This twelve month period ;_II also allow

crew members tc.become acquainted with one ano_ler and discuss

social norms and mission guidelines.

Boost and Coast i_%ase

Once vessel and crew have passed the s_akedown portion of the

mission, the antimatter engines will accelerate them to

approximately thirty percenf of the speed of light. Once this
velocity is attained the engines will be shut down as the vessel

._.ntersthe coast p!.'._seof the mission, traveling at
m_b-relativis%ic speeds for approximately t/_reedecades. After a

_;cade of travel, one way comr_unication time will exceed a year,

!_miting communication to the tratsfer of data on recent events
or discoveries. As the vessel nears the Centa,,_risystem, one way

me%sage times will be roughly four years.

Duril'_e' thi.ncoast phase, the c_-ew_I] have the freedom to define
social horn,s, establish r_tines for government and echc_tion of

the chilcL_en, ;._%drefin,:_the physical aspects of theiz
envirolm_nt. As the colony settles down to living normal lives on

this n,.iczop!anetearly planning can begin for the eventual need

to exlo__ .habitats a'_ the population grows..In conjunction with

the sociolc_ical ta,Jksof the crew, en itinerary of specific
research goals aD_ programs will have been establzshed by misslon
planners. It is a,_sumed howsver, that the crew will be allowed

the flexibility t:,develop schedules, pursue new lines of

research, launch space probes and develop new mission goals and
_e as n_led.

The forced autonon_ of this vessel after leaving the Solar system

makes freedom of sche_le planning an absolute necessity.
Cognitive conflicts bet_n Earth based plarmers and the vessel

would quickly develop, should any group based in ottrSc_.ar_ystem
attempt to dictate _ehavior patterns to an interstellar crew.

Cognitive conflicts are caused by differences in information e_nd

zules reqar_ing sit,_ations having no single concrete soluti,_n.
This will
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]his will be parti_,larly tz_le,with interstellar travel _here the

planet will be vastly different from mission cc_%trol back in near

solar space. /ndeud, it m_y be the case fbet the need for a

'mission control' as we now define it will no longer exist. Other

t_%an serving as a rational voice from a distance, there is little

else that _ here in the Solar 3ystem could do to influence or

assist this crew once they are on their way.

Major activities of this phase of the mission will likely center

around long term research effcrts in astra_omy, astrophysics,

hu_r.,ansociology, particle phy._;ics, and con_tant analysis and

rc;finement of the star vessel and systems. In addition to looking
back at our Sun and planetar_ system, the research teams will

also be looking ahead to prok_ the Centauri[ system to better

de_fine its structure and for,,elize a plan of action upon arrival.

M/Ch of L/Lis phase of the mission plm%ning must be done by the

crew itself, for they will L_ve access to the best data as they
close in on the system.

Deceleration ai%d Exploration PF_se

As the ister_tellar vesse! nesrs the appropriate distance from

the Centauri _tar syst_n, co_,puters program,_ L_ the crew will

automatically begin to slo_the veszel at a c_celeration rate no

greater than lq. Based on years of observations during the cruise

[:_ase of the nissior:, an e_:>]oration plan gdll have been

developed to bes_ utilize tL_ pe_illarit_es of this three star

system.

Arriving at this st_ system will be a crew in _:ansihion as the

second g_leration pre_res to takeover an increasing

responsibil_ty for the _ssi_%. The population of this microwprld

having at least doubled by a_rrival time, will be influencing

social and !eadershipdyr_amics as _4_II as the _ysical
enviro_m_ent.

The exploration _2_se will affomJ a level of excitement for the

crew after a long period of _zlet. r_search and social

develo[:a_nt. Travel within the C_ntata:i system will ai]ow_e

vessel to uL.i!ize solar energy to pow_ various en-board systems,

_u3d perhaps even distribute natural light throughout the vessel

,klring the daylight [:_ase. Spaceport% ac+ivity will likely

increase as shuttles and experimental _ are orbited around the

individual stars. If planetary bodies or asteroids are found,

l_Jers may well be deployed to explore their surfaces and

collect s_,ples.
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The five to ten yea," stay within the Centauri system will allew
the crew to r]raw _ +h_ n=+,,_=1 reso_/rccz +_^_'_.:to .....'- " '

stocks of raw materia]s. The presence of zo!id bodies in the

system would allow mining operatic_g to provide elements facing
exhaustion from the vessels asteroid or stores.

CONCLUSION

Given the proper assumptions, interstellar flight a_e_ars

feasible. At least it is no less feasible than any of the

thousands of explorational sorties ur_dertaken by mankind over the

centuries. What is unique _J s_t astot_%ding is the level of

co,plexity and the vastness of the distances.

While most of us want interstellar flight to be successful,

we real_ze that even with quantLun technological advances, travel

to the stars will never be easy. Risks will aJmm/nd within

t_c2lnology and within man himself. Structural decay of the

vessel, fire, epidemic diseases and collisions with uncharted

members of interstellar space would put the mlssice, at risk.

[ref. 13] Equally t_uceatening Js the prospect of this isolated

microsociety developing along a perverse social path°

The exploration efforts of �„�missionsinto areas

previously uninhabited or visited by mankind is part of the

continuing moral drama of discovery. Mankind places himself in a

vulnerable position as he takes with him news of his own

existence to places t_at are likely to be abiotic and insentient.

t_niably, part of the risk of this moral drama is the c_.ce of

,ankind losing its e.n+hropoc.entricity wit}- the discovery o'L othel

civilizations amongst the stars. Should intelligent life J_e four_J

- t.houq_L it is inconceivable that it. will be in the Centattri

system - assie_i_tion of that information into our cuiturez could

[_ve devastating effects o_. the status qJo of institutions and

the collective intelligence of nankind.
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